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work; and it was felt that a revolver at the steering-wheel
would prove encouraging to late-comers. This heartening
whiff of Captain Kettle contrasted oddly with an elaborate
pantomime of traffic-control on the best European models;
and Europe breathed again in sudden vistas of rococo
churches along the endless waterfronts of Pernambuco's
meres.
But the place was most itself, I think, on the long cause-
way through the swamp outside the town. We drove along
one morning in an uncertain automobile propelled by our
still more uncertain grasp of Portuguese and haunted by a
fear that it would break down somewhere along that stretch
of sunny road, leaving us marooned, like poor Ben Gunn,
in the still sunshine while the ship went on without us, If
one must be marooned, few places would be more appro-
priate than a banana swamp four miles from Pcrnambuco,
with a Dutch colonial fort comfortably mouldering in the
sunshine and abundant promise of tarantulas. Somewhere
ahead of us the little hill of Olinda pointed its church towers
at the sky, and the swamp buzzed happily all round.
Strange quarters, one reflected, for!a troop of Rembrandt's
Dutchmen. Yet their drums had sounded down the roacl,
as they mounted the night watch and waited for the news
from home in the broad shadow of their hats. Their little
churches still stand on the point, though the Pope has them
now; and as the ships come in from Europe, the towers of
Olinda watch the gateway of Brazil.
5. Mad Metropolis
The whole thing was wildly improbable. Looking back,
I am inclined to think it never happened; and in justice to
myself it should be plainly stated that even at the time I
had my doubts. For anyone might be excused for doubting
Rio. Its air is heavy with unreality ; and cautious trav-
ellers, habituated to landscapes couched in a more normal
idiom, justifiably refuse to believe a word of it, The
mountains alone, a palpable invention of some demented

